
Core Council Senate Report December 5, 2014

Action Items: 

Science

Course changes: description and prerequisite changes

      Chem1402 General Chemistry I

      Chem 1406  General Chemistry for Engineers

Interdisciplinary  Definition

Passed the following definition for submission to the Senate for consideration at the 

January 2015 meeting.

Interdisciplinary Course Criteria 

Interdisciplinary core courses focus on at least two disciplines in order to examine 

how they may collaborate to address a particular issue or problem.  They explore 

strengths and limitations of the disciplines, as well as possible avenues of 

integration. Every interdisciplinary course must address the criteria for at least one 

of the following curricular areas: Humanities, Social Sciences, or Communications - 

Spoken.  The emphasis on interdisciplinarity should balance the modifications to the

content criteria necessitated by the sharing of class time between two or more 

disciplines.

CSSC College Core statement:

Statement from the Core Council on the CSSC College Core, 12-5-14

The Core Council respectfully requests that the Chancellor reconsider his decision 

not to approve the decision of the CSSC Assembly concerning their college core 

requirements.  The Council has reviewed the documents submitted by the 

Chancellor, Provost, and Dean Bond-Maupin concerning the CSSC College Core, as 

well as the College Core application form approved and submitted by the CSSC 

faculty.  It is the consensus of the Core Council that CSSC followed the appropriate 

procedures and that the CSSC College core should be approved.  Legislation passed 

by the Faculty Senate in 2013 established the choices for the college cores, and the 

Provost and the Chancellor approved this legislation.  The vote of the CSSC Assembly

to select Communication-Speech as a requirement conformed to this legislation.  

CSSC submitted the appropriate forms to the Core Council, who carefully considered 

and approved it.



The issue of ease of transfer between colleges has been addressed by recent 

legislation of the Faculty Senate to facilitate transfer between UALR colleges.  In 

addition, should CSSC or any college decide in the future that the college core needs 

to be modified the procedure is in place to do so. 

For these reasons the Core Council asks that the Chancellor reconsider his veto of 

the CSSC core proposal.

Other Items:

Assessment

The Core Council will explain the core assessment plan to all of those who have 

courses in the core on January 26 at 3 pm in Lib 535.




















